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Journey Through Time. Part One. Things That Make Our Universe. This series of books is composed of four parts, which are placed in chronological order, each part dealing with a particular time in the history of the universe apart from the first part. In this the first part, I have outlined what the universe is composed of, focusing on matter, fundamental forces, energy, dark matter and dark energy. Find the complete Journey Through History book series listed in order. Great deals on one book or all books in the series. Free US shipping on orders over $10. Authors: Oriol Verges, Gloria Verges, Carme Peris, Maria Rius. The Journey Through History book series by multiple authors includes books Prehistory to Egypt, The Middle Ages (Verges, Gloria. Journey Through History.), The Renaissance, and several more. See the complete Journey Through History series book list in order, box sets or omnibus editions, and companion titles. 6 Books. Prehistory to Egypt. Oriol Verges, Gloria Verges. From $4.19. The Middle Ages (Verges, Gloria. Journey Through History.) Gloria Verges, Oriol Verges. Out of Stock. Arkansas History: A Journey through TimeThe Growth of the Twenty-Fifth State of the Union from 1833 to 1957 places in the hands of students and teachers a curated compilation of excerpts from original sources that tell the story of Arkansas from the founding efforts of the first advocates for the states formation in 1833 through the confrontation at the Little Rock Central. High School in 1957 that brought international attention to the American civil rights movement. By writing with one eye focused on the states educational standards, he has produced a book that tells the story of the states history and that meets the needs of contemporary classes. Journey through time by Dennis Campbell, unknown edition. Journey through time. a pictorial history of the Prince George's County Police Department. by Dennis Campbell. 0 Ratings. 0 Want to read. 0 Currently reading. 0 Have read. This edition published in 1991 by Donning Company in Virginia Beach, VA. 80 pages : 25 cm. An overview of the history of the Earth, the life that evolved on it, and known periods of mass extinctions, from the planet's origin to the present. Includes bibliographical references (pages 74-75) and index. Introduction: Violence and change -- Beginning for earth: Earth gets a solid crust -- Atmosphere and seas -- Beginning for life: Energy + matter = life -- Age of bacteria -- Oxygen revolution -- Pageant of life begins: Cambrian period -- Ordovician period -- Silurian period -- Age of fishes: Devonian period -- Carboniferous period -- Permian period -- Age of rept...